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About This Content

This bundle includes the following recipes, which are for some of the finest pieces of exploration equipment:

- Spiked Boots
(Recipe overview)

Allows you to synthesize "Spiked Boots", which increase your movement speed.

- Special Elixir Nutrients
(Recipe overview)

Allows you to synthesize "Special Elixir Nutrients", which increase the chance that you will discover materials with better traits
on the field.

- Secret Bag
(Recipe overview)

Allows you to synthesize "Secret Bag", which allows you to send items you have gathered to the atelier container.

*This content is also included in the "Atelier Lydie & Suelle Season Pass."
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Title: Adventurers' Tales
Genre: RPG
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10 (64bit required)

Processor: Core i5 2.6GHz or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX550Ti or better, 1280x720

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: OnBoard

English,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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Where is the making button.Or how about button to play the 70 levels with Computers.I will take this down after the stuff that
was said on the buying is added. Until then, This is a scam 1 out of 10 stars!. Amazing game, My Favourite at the moment....
and it has been for the last 6 months I've been playing it.

I'm not a hunter myself, and I'm not really into hunting, but I just thought I'd give it a try to see how I got on with it. I've gotta
say, i don't regret buying this game one bit!

The graphics are amazing, the gameplay is awesome. You make a character, can play missions in single player, which is a good
way to lvl up and open up your map and discover new zones and find out where certain animals eat, drink and rest....

You have a Rifle, Shotgun, Handgun and Archery score and you improve this by getting kills and harvesting ur kill with that
particular weapon, which unlocks different ammo, arrows, bolts, scopes etc...

Skill and perk tree, which u can put points into every time u gain a level, making u more stealthy, less visable, less aim wobble
etc...

Multiplayer mode, u can play with friends ....

Trophy Lodge, so u can mount ur "Diamond" kills...

Yes, the game has paid DLC's..... but they are cheap and well worth it...... i dont mind supporting the devs on this one because
they bring in very regular updates, new maps, new animals, new weapons, new features very regurlarly....... the games about 2
years old, but still feels very young due to the new content coming in all the time...... also the devs listen to the fans \/ players

It does have its bugs, but theyre constantly working on fixing these, but theyre not game breaking in the slightest!!!!

If you're thinking of buying this game.... i would say get it.... and give it time... u need patience..... its not a "run around kill
everything" game.... its a hunting simulator.... so treat it like your out for a hunt and you will enjoy it ;). Good game intuitive
mechanics keep up the good work dev!. This was a nice and long waited route and train. If you like high speed trains this route
is for you.Of course there is not much "action" since it's a high speed train but i love it. The only negative i have for this is that
when you are going very fast, you can see the trees in the far popping up cause they didn't have enoigh time to render.
Overall it's a nice route and i hope for more French routes in the future. I recommend maybe with sale if you don't want to
spend much.
P.S. This route has achievements and it's fairly possible to get them all.. DLC as Illusion was great and should be the way for
rest DLCs. But this one is just too short. Played Xcom:EU a long time ago and enjoyed it a lot. Now, a lot of years later, I
finally found the time to play Xcom2:WOTC. While only spending around 10 hours on it right now, I'm enjoying it quite a lot,
something that I haven't felt in other recent\/newer games.. Painfully layered UI, slow + glitchy play, random crashes \/ hangups.
It seems as though whoever churned this out made it for small-screen devices and called it a half day.
Terra Mystica is a good boardgame.
This digital version is a dumpster fire. :(
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This game is a little bit of a puzzle game mixed with the platform game it obviously is. In this game you are a water drop, that
has to get forward. You get smaller all the time, so you must find a spot where you can grow again. In some levels you turn into
steam so you can fly, and then back to water etc. As much as I like the idea of this game, I really just didn't enjoy playing it. The
physics and overall gameplay feel way too sloppy for me. It also reminds me of a game I played online for free back in like
2009, which really doesn't exactly compliment this game as the online game from almost 10 years ago was made better.
I'm going to give it a 6/10. Would be 4 for the game but the extra 2 are for the creativity.. Great little game with plenty of
potential and for its curent price is totaly worth it. Amazing game, really good graphical effects, ragdolls, and the historical
battles. I love how many bots you can put in one game, but I did wish it would have a mechanic where you could go to birds eye
view and command the soldiers in formations and stuff from there, instead of in first person.

Can't wait for the new siege mode!!!!!. Fun character, fun combos, and his Kaioken gets better the less fighters you have on
your side. Interesting to see in my opinion. Very happy to see base Goku here.. As of right now all Panzer IV's for the
Whermacht and OKW are narfed to sh**, so the panzer IV ausf J battle group isn't really worth it, especially considering that
they have less damage resistance and health than the already nerfed Ausf H. At 210 fuel it would be more resourceful to call in a
panther or just wait for KT since a pzIV can barely take a t34\/76 in 1v1 nowadays. It says they come out with a "random"
amount of experience, but everytime I've called them into the field they've had 1 with s single vet star and one with only half a
bar full and no stars, which is disapointing. I feel that the vertrancy isnt random enough. However, I do recommend this doctrine
because of how useful and synchronized the rest of the abilities are. The signa relay is great for flanking SU85s and hunting
down Katyushas. The crew repair is useless IMO as they only repair some 20% of the vehicles damage everytime ive used it, but
this can still come in handy when you're in nail biting situations. The HEAT shells are nice and good when your panthers are up
against an IS2 or your mediocre PzIVs are still bouncing on the sides of an SU85. The panzer commander, at only 30 munitions
is actually a solid alternative to the MG turret. When initiating a flank with my armor it is good to have that call in arty on
enemy AT guns as they try to reposition themselves.

In all, this doctrine can be fun and provide the occasional game changing army abilities, but don't depend on it, and honestly just
make a panther instead of the PzIVs unless the enemy has no armor whatsoever. If the PzIVs were up to par with when this
game released, this doctrine would be a must.. The game is fun and brings me peace after a long day. But this review is
exclusively to voice a criticism that still bugs me to death. There is romance in this game, npcs that can be romanced who look
like full grown adults. However the customization (at least of the male character) is extremely narrow. I am a full grown man
but it feels so weird to try to create a masculine "manly" character and having to be satisfied with looking like a 13 year old boy
when faced with dating a character like Phyllis. It makes Phyllis look like a pedophile. Even adding the only beard provided in
customization leaves your character looking like just a 13 year old with a fake beard on. Not to mention you walk around the
town and see these other male npcs (see Arlo) with broad shoulders and considerable height and masculine features relative to
what we can have. They even get masculine adult facial features that can't be achieved in customization.
TL;DR: Game needs to add character customization that allows making a character that doesn't look juvenile. I'm an adult for
heavens sake.. I stumbled upon this little gem of a point-and-click adventure while trawling through the New Releases, and was
compelled to pick it up based off the fact it was created by a solo developer with honest to goodness love and care - these days a
rarity on Steam.
The simple cartoon graphics are charming and expressive, and the game's late night atmosphere is pleasant and relaxing, in spite
of some pretty harrowing things happening along the player's path.
The sounds and music aren't memorable, and are few and far between, but the little gibberish noises characters communicate
with are a nice touch. There is no dialogue or language of any kind outside of main menu and a couple of tutorial popups. This
is both, the game's strength and weakness, as sometimes an item or an environmental object wouldn't look like anything
instantly recognizable.

The puzzle complexity is fairly easy throughout, but never lowers to the level of insulting ones intelligence. And while some
problems are solved through moon logic, the game is nice enough to provide a generous smattering of visual clues for guidance.

The game took me about two hours to complete, and there was no point in re-playing it, unless to get a couple of optional
achievements I missed the first time around.

Midnight Quest is a charming little point and click adventure that is definitely worth the price of admission.. PUBLIC
SERVICE ANNOUNCMENT for LINUX OS:

Works fine on a 970m (at the time of writting\/testing); with Proton 4.2-5, Vulkan 1.06, and Nvidia vulkan drivers 430.14. Only
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thing they could have done to make this better is put it with foot blood knights.

FLC - Thumbs up.
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